
Weekly Planner:  All science week of  1.20.20                                 

 
Objectives for the week:    Chm.1.1.1 Analyze the structure of atoms, isotopes, and ions.  

                                                                                         Phys 1.1.1 Analyze the nature of motion  

Day Honors Physics Honors Chemistry  
Mon   Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot 

drive out hate; only love can do that. 
                                                     ~Dr. Martin Luther King 

Tues 
 

-Warm up 
-Problems practice 
*HW= use 4 ½  pages to make 
a COMPLETE and labeled 
diagram of each problem, 
show equations, and show all 
work/units to solve. Do test 
corrections!  Answers below. 

Notes:  Atomic theory and 
structure. 
-isotopes, ions 
 
*HW= *FINISH all of atomic 
structure packet. 4 pages 
total or 2 pages front and 
back of each!, do test 
corrections!  Answers below. 

Wed  
 

https://www.flippity.net/rp.asp?k=1hrW3RJgPD

Ik1mGPZyKP10koTQWO07kmaYUYJhv732Jo  

NEW TEAMS!! 

-Team graphing 

-Motion detectors 

*HW= Large graph, 
solve for 
EVERYTHING and 
show work/units. 

https://www.flippity.net/rp.asp?k=11g1RyW9o--
73dJLCQP676DNvTyf8gRrhHwepdxl_yiU  

NEW TEAMS!! 
Socraevic method  

-Team presentations 

-NOTES:  Average 

isotopic mass 

*HW= worksheets pgs. 

26-28, 11. 
 

Thur
s 
 

Graph matching 
*HW= 
Pg 15-18 # 8, 12, 14, 20, 27, 
28, 29, 32, 36, 37, 46.  
Make a labeled diagram 
(including sketch of graph) 

Go over HW 

Notes: radioactivity 

Lab? 

HW= finish Pg 34 

Study for test!! 

https://www.flippity.net/rp.asp?k=1hrW3RJgPDIk1mGPZyKP10koTQWO07kmaYUYJhv732Jo
https://www.flippity.net/rp.asp?k=1hrW3RJgPDIk1mGPZyKP10koTQWO07kmaYUYJhv732Jo
https://www.flippity.net/rp.asp?k=11g1RyW9o--73dJLCQP676DNvTyf8gRrhHwepdxl_yiU
https://www.flippity.net/rp.asp?k=11g1RyW9o--73dJLCQP676DNvTyf8gRrhHwepdxl_yiU


for each and solve with all 
work and UNITS! 
 

Frida
y  

TEST- Kinematics in one 
dimension POSTPONED until 
MONDAY 

TEST- Ch4 
Postponed for 
Monday 
LAB due!  Isotopes! 

 

Warm up activities! *HW= SHOW ALL WORK 

to do all of them (graphs 1-4 including Carl Lewis). 

Monday 1.20.20-      https://evansccca.weebly.com/ 

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot 
drive out hate; only love can do that. 

                                                     ~Dr. Martin Luther King 

 

 

Tuesday 1.21.20-      https://evansccca.weebly.com/ 



PHYZ Warm up:  TURN OFF cell phone and put in the bin 

 
CHEM Warm up:  1.21.2020 

Turn OFF your cell phone and put in bin 😊 

  1)  How many bops are in 22.5 
cams? 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 1.22.20-      https://evansccca.weebly.com/ 

 PHYZ Warm up: 

Turn OFF your cell phone and 

put in bin 😊 

A bicyclist, initially traveling at 1 

m/s, begins pedaling and gaining 

speed steadily for 5.0 seconds 

during which she accelerates at 

0.5m/s2. 

What is her final velocity? 

What is her average velocity during 

the 5 seconds? 

CHEM Warm up: 

Turn OFF your cell phone 

and put in bin 😊 
If you do an experiment 

that finds the density 

of  copper to be 9.52 

g/cm3.  What is your % 

error? 

 



Thursday 1.23.20-      https://evansccca.weebly.com/ 

PHYZ Warm up: 

Turn OFF your cell phone and 

put in bin 😊 

From Wednesday’s problem, how 

far did she go? 

CHEM Warm up: 

Turn OFF your cell phone and 

put in bin 😊 

1.What is the a.m.u unit based on? 

2.What is a group on the periodic 

table? 

3.What is a period? 

 

Friday 1.24.19-      https://evansccca.weebly.com/ 

 PHYZ Warm up: 

Turn OFF your cell phone and 

put in bin 😊 

Pick the most difficult 

problem from the homework 

and solve using work and 

UNITS on this paper. 

CHEM Warm up: 

Turn OFF your cell phone and 

put in bin 😊 

Write the chemical 

symbol for an element 

with 8 protons 9 

neutrons and 10 

electrons. 



 

 



 



 

 

ZIPGRADE ANSWERS from 1.17.2020 

Phyz 

 
 

Chem  

 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physics motion class practice: 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHYSICS speed problems:  *Always make a model/diagram/graph of 

your problem.  Then show all work and units to solve!!  Use a 

separate sheet of paper. 

1 

 
2 

                     

             



3 

 
4 

                
5 A car moving at 22 m/s to the right skids to a stop in 4.0 

seconds. 
a)  What is the average velocity? 
b) In which direction is the velocity vector in this problem? 
c) In which direction is the acceleration vector in this 

problem? 
 


